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PRESIDENTS REPORT  

Gary Neil 

It is with pleasure that I present the 2016/2017 Annual report to the members of 

the Division.  

At the 2016 AGM I discussed some of the financial challenges facing the Division 

and the need to review our level of expenditure in the membership services space. 

Our approach to this has been to continue to provide social activities that are more 

“low key” but provide the same opportunities for members to network and interact 

with their peers. This was coupled with a lesser number of formal dinners.  

I believe this approach has met the needs of our members and has also aided the 

committee to manage within the set budget. However the Committee would 

welcome the views of members as on this approach. 

Reflecting on the technical session delivered, the committee’s focus has been on 

providing exposure to emerging issues and challenges relevant to Tasmanian Public 

Works professionals and I believe this approach is resonating with our members. 

A diverse range of topics were discussed in sessions related to:  

 Coastal Impacts  

 Urban Streetscaping  

 Pavement Stabilisation 

The 2016 Works and Engineering conference was held in Launceston and I 

acknowledge the hard work of the conference committee in pulling together such a 

successful event.  

Our Australasian CEO Robert Fuller and Australasian President Ross Goyne 

attended the Conference, the first time we have had Australasian representation for 

some time. I received many positive comments from both Ross and Robert as to 

the quality of the conference and the warm hospitality offered.  

The 2017 Works and Engineering Conference will be held at the Royal Hobart 

Showgrounds in Glenorchy on 3 and 4 November and I encourage you to attend 

our premier event. 

The Committee remained engaged in a number of   state wide discussions and 

reviews related to Public Works Engineering and it was pleasing to see the 

Stormwater System Management Plan template issued to Tasmanian Councils. 
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Works progressed, albeit steadily, on the finalisation of the Tasmanian Standards 

Drawings review and the reinvigoration of the Municipal Specifications. Such work 

is primarily undertaken by volunteers and their efforts are greatly appreciated. 

The committee remains committed to finishing these projects as quickly as 

possible. 

PWEFT and the Division have a close working relationship and it is great to see 

members taking up the opportunities the foundation presents in the form of grants 

to attend conferences.  

The PWEFT report attached reports on the various grants that have been awarded 

and I appreciate the support of PWEFT in distributing some of the 2016 Conference 

income to support the Divisions activities.  

Looking forward, Tasmanian will be the host of the 2019 International Public Works 

and Engineering Conference. Over the next two years the Tasmanian Division will 

provide local support to various aspects of the conference organisation and 

associated event planning. This will be a great chance for local Public Works 

professionals to gain exposure to best practice and innovation in the Public Works 

space.  

On behalf of the committee and members congratulate Adela Parnell and her 

husband on the safe arrival of Sophia Nancie, Adela will be stepping down from the 

YIPWEA representative role to focus on her new family member. Adela has 

diligently represented the Tasmanian Division and participated in Australasian 

meetings and activities to advance the cause of young Public Works Professionals. 

I extend my thanks to the hard working IPWEA Tasmania Committee and to Carmel 

Clark for their efforts over the last 12 months. 

I particularly acknowledge the outstanding contribution of retiring PWEFT Chair, 

Bevin Eberhardt. Bevin is an Emeritus Member of IPWEA, an honour well deserved 

and awarded for his dedication and commitment to the Institute and the profession 

over many years. On behalf of members, past and present I wish Bevin and Sandra 

a prosperous and happy retirement.  
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What it means to be a member of IPWEA. 

I recently had the honour of being presented with a Fellow Membership of the 
Institute of Public Works Engineering Australasia at the Tasmanian State 

conference in Launceston.  It wasn’t until after the evening, however, that the 
significance of the award really struck home.  My fellow recipients are people I 

would say I look up to, more so than peers. 

 The question was raised by a work colleague as to how one actually became a 
“fellow”.  It was suggested that it was perhaps simply a matter of reaching a 
certain age.   If that were the only criteria then I am certainly thankful of having 

made it.  But I suspect, judging by the other recipients, there is perhaps a little 
more to it than that.  

 I have had the privilege of working in Local Government for most of my working 

life.  Starting at the Brighton Council in the mid to late ‘80s as a cadet draftsman I 
developed my civil designing skills before entering the world of private practice in a 
small engineering consultancy.  After a few years I was enticed back into local 

government and then back to Brighton Council.  Being a small council, with an 
entrepreneurial approach to business, Brighton has offered opportunities that I 

would not have had in other organisations.   

Over the years I have worked in project design and management, information 
technology, works delivery, and in recent years I have found myself managing 

development engineering for Brighton, as well as a number of other Councils 
through resource sharing. 

 I have to admit it I find it difficult to identify what it is I have done to deserve the 
award but I am thankful for having reached a “certain age” in good health, with a 

wonderful family and good friends, and I am extremely grateful to the Institute and 
its members for the recognition of my work. 

 I would like to extend my sincere thanks to Mr Ross Goyne (IPWEA President), Mr 

Robert Fuller (Chief Executive Officer), Gary Neil (IPWEA Tas President), Brighton 
Council and members of the IPWEA.  I am looking forward to many more years in 

Public Works engineering. 

 Leigh Wighton, (Senior Technical Officer, Brighton Council) 
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 AUSTRALASIAN BOARD REPORT 

Mat Greskie – IPWEA (Tasmania) representative on the IPWEA Australasian Board; 

IPWEA (Australasia) Vice-President 

Heath Macpherson – IPWEA (Tasmania) representative on the IPWEA Australasian 

Board 

In 2016/17, the results of earlier restructuring of the business paid dividends. For 

the first time in 5 years a healthy surplus will be generated. While times will 

continue to be tight, the structural changes made see IPWEA Australasia forecast 

modest surpluses into the foreseeable future. 

The improved financial performance is largely driven by investing in better products 

and services that members and the industry want.  

An example of new products and services is the first Australasian Street Lighting   

+ Smart Controls (SL+SC) conference. The first of its kind in Australasia, it was a 

huge success with over 250 delegates attending. IPWEA are now viewed as the 

authority in street lighting and smart controls by all levels of government. A 

number of our documents have been praised internationally. The conference is 

likely to be conducted every two years. 

The first Australasian Fleet conference was also conducted in 2017. It was a very 

successful event with 140 delegates attending, and of those, 100 stayed on to 

enjoy VIP access to the Brisbane Truck Show (Australia’s largest show of its kind). 

There were many supportive comments passed by delegates, and a third party 

review by Fleet Auto News was overwhelmingly positive. This event is likely to 

become an annual feature and is a must see for those involved in fleet.  Next year 

it will be held in Sydney.  

The international public works conference will take place in August. this is IPWEA’s 

flagship  representation of the industry for members. As usual it was an event not 

to be missed and I encourage you all to attend in Hobart in 2019!  Mainlanders do 

not necessarily see Tasmania as a strong and deep market, so it will be up to us to 

showcase why sponsors and exhibitors need to come to our beautiful Island.  

Work continues on the constitution. At the Australasian AGM in October it is likely 

that a new constitution will be put up for adoption.  

IPWEA's presence internationally continues to grow. MOU's have now been signed 

with the American Public Works Association, the Canadian, and the Finnish Public 

Works Associations.  The recent on-line IPWEA Professional Certificate in Asset 

Management Planning attracted over 110 international enrolments more than 

doubling the usual numbers (90) It is yet to be seen if these numbers can be 

maintained, but it is certainly exciting to roll out our training internationally to such 

an extent. 
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The Australasian CEO, Robert Fuller, and his team continue to drive business 

performance. They now have a comprehensive suite of policies and procedures in 

place, and a detailed risk register. 

This year a new Strategic Plan and Long Term Financial Plan were adopted. These 

can be viewed on IPWEA website. 

As stated earlier, Australasia still has lots of work to do ensure it remains viable. 

However the combination of structural reform which has been implemented, the 

suite of new and developing products and services, and the committed and high 

performing staff, combine to have me view the future with optimism.  It is for these 

reasons, among many others, that I nominated for, and was unanimously endorsed 

as IPWEA Australasia President for 2017-2019.  

 

The IPWEA International Public Works Conference is coming to 

Hobart in 2019 

August 25-29 
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PWEFT REPORT 

 Bevin Eberhardt 

Trustees: Bevin Eberhardt (Chair/Secretary); Phil Gee; Damion Beety;  

Mat Greskie; Heath Macpherson 

.............................................................................................................. 

The following activities were undertaken by the foundation in 2016-17: 

2017.1 SUSTAINABILITY IN PUBLIC WORKS CONFERENCE-24 to 26 

AUGUST 2016 

The following IPWEA members received grants to attend the Sustainability 

Conference in Melbourne 

John Hoerner, Civil Designer  - Kingborough Council 

Andrew Holmes, Student - Sugden & Gee  

Bree Narksut, Development Engineer - Glenorchy City Council 

Presentations were made at IPWEA functions during 2016 / 2017.  

 

2017.2 GRANTS 2017 
Grants were advertised for the following conferences in 2017: 

 

 IPWEA International Public Works Conference, Perth 
 

 3rd International Street Lighting & Smart Controls Conference, 15-17 March 
2017 

 

 IPWEA National Fleet Conference, May 2017, Sydney 
 

No applications were received for the Street Lighting and Fleet conferences. 
 
The following grant applications were received for 2017:  

 
IPWEA International Public Works Conference, 20-23 August 2017, Perth 

 
Callum Pearce-Rasmussen, Project Engineer - Brighton Council 
 

Patrick McGuire, Asset Management & GIS Officer - Kingborough Council 
 

Bill Hanley, Building Assets Engineer,  Asset Services Unit - Hobart City 
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Emerging Leader Award -This year’s award winner and the IPWEA committee’s 

nomination for the National Emerging Leader award was Adela Parnell from 
Taswater. Adela was unable to attend the National Conference in Perth this August 

and IPWEA- Tas committee in conjunction with PWEFT elected to offer Liam 
Seymour, Engineering Officer – Hydraulic - City of Launceston, the opportunity to 
attend the conference in Adela’s place and attend the YIPWEA meetings and events 

associated with the Conference as the Tasmanian Division representative. 
 

The foundation provided 4 grants of $3,500 each to Callum Pearce-Rasmussen, 
Patrick McGuire, Bill Hanley and Liam Seymour to attend the IPWEA International 
Public Works Conference in Perth. 

 
The total funding of $14,000 was significant, noting that it equated to the total 

income from conferences in 2015 provided from IPWEA-Tas. to the foundation. 
 
Congratulations to Callum, Patrick, Bill, Liam and Adela. It was very pleasing to see 

the diversity of applicants in most fields of Public Works Engineering. 
 

Presentations will be made at the Tasmanian Works & Engineering Conference and  
other IPWEA functions in order to share their experiences and outcomes with other 
IPWEA members. 

 

 

2017.3 CONFERENCE REVENUE DISTRIBUTION 
 

The foundation supported the resolution from IPWEA Committee Meeting that the 
income from the 2016 Tasmanian Conference be retained by IPWEA-Tas and the 

income from future conferences be distributed on a 50/50 basis to the foundation 
(PWEFT) and IPWEA-Tas. 
 

 

2017.4 TRUSTEES 

I will be retiring as a Trustee at the IPWEA-AGM in September 2017. 

Gary Neil, as immediate past IPWEA president, will become a trustee and Phil Gee 

the future chairman of the foundation in September 2017. 

Thank you for the support from other trustees and IPWEA members over many 

years and I wish IPWEA-Tasmania all the best into the future. 
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(Article and photo courtesy of the Brighton Community News) 
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YIPWEA REPORT 

Adela Parnell 

The highlight of the past year for YIPWEA in Tasmania was the Working Overseas 

event held in the south in April 2017.  The event saw three young professionals 

(who all studied at UTAS) share their stories about very different experiences 

working overseas.  

Patrick Lyden, a Geotechnical Engineer, shared insights about the cultural, 

technical, and environmental challenges he faced working overseas.  When working 

for a multi-national consultancy he worked on civil infrastructure, mining, and 

water infrastructure projects across Australia, New Zealand, and the Philippines.  

He also spent a year in Samoa volunteering with their Disaster Management Office 

through Australian AID’s Australian Volunteers for International Development 

(AVID) Program.  

Grace Cumming, a geologist, shared some of her memorable experiences and 

things she learnt whilst working in very different environments.  She was bitten by 

the travel bug while volunteering as a field assistant in remote Fiji, before she 

commenced her early career with Kingsgate Consolidated in Central Thailand. 

Based out of Hobart, Grace then worked as a research assistant at UTAS while she 

developed her own consulting business which focussed on understanding the 

volcanic architecture of gold and silver deposits around the world (Australia, SE 

Asia, Central and South America, Fiji and Russia).   

Matt Jordan, a civil engineer, shared stories about packing up and moving with his 

wife to the UK on 2 year work visas.  There he worked for water authorities, plus 

small and large consultancies in the water industry in southern UK.  He also took 

advantage of both the closeness to other countries and cheap travel to experience 

different cultures.   

The event was highly successful, with a panel-type discussion following the 

presentations.  Attendees asked questions which were openly answered by the 

presenters.  Attendees also shared insights their own experiences working 

overseas, or the flip side of being born overseas and now working in Tasmania. 

Nationally YIPWEA has been working behind the scenes to take successful 

initiatives from individual divisions and develop them for Australasia-wide 

distribution.  It’s a case of “watch this space” and exciting times ahead. 
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NAMS.AU Report 

Robert Little  

......................................................................................................... 

Changing of the Guard 
Murray Erbs is the new chair of the NAMS Council, with Peter Way staying on in the 
short term to assist & to continue in his role with the ISO Technical Committee.  

Steve Verity has accepted the role of NAMS Council Project Manager as well as JRA 
& NAMS.PLUS rep following John Howard’s retirement from NAMS Council. I would 

like to congratulate & thank Peter and John for the success of NAMS & for their 
ongoing effort & support over the years.  

Growing the Roundtable Membership 
Rob Fuller & Peter Way are investigating opportunities to increase Roundtable 

members.  It was noted at the May meeting that there is increased competition in 
the fields of asset management (AM), the registration of engineers & companies 
acting as CPD providers.  IPWEA is looking to ensure we continue to be industry 

leaders & are also identifying future avenues for collaboration. 

Improvement in AM Practices 

AM practices of some Vic councils have affected valuations; potentially threatening 
the AAA rating of the State Gov. A recent report suggests NAMS.PLUS may assist 

Vic councils. QLD has also noted some issues which have a major effect on 
sustainability.  NSW is developing a good working relationship with the OLG & their 

ROC AM groups & are finding solutions for a number of AM issues. 

IIMM – AIFMM & IIFMM 

An eBook version of the IIMM is now available & is proving popular with 
international users.  1128 hardcopies (28 eBooks) of the IIMM & 310 copies of the 
AIFMM have been sold to date. A potential IIFMM based on AIFMM is being 

investigated, focusing on sound financial management principles. 

NAMS.PLUS Refresh 
Has been completed in first quarter of 2017 including; template & resources now 
aligning with IIMM 2015 & ISO 55000; updating 2 templates (concise & 

comprehensive); a new expenditure template; cahoot & F2F training slides; 
templates now suit asset intensive organisations & international languages. Two 

remaining tasks include; configuring software for the two new Strategic AMP 
(SAMP) templates & changes to graphs, reports & modelling functionality to support 
these SAMP templates.  

Structured Training  

The Professional Certificate (Prof Cert) is in its 4th year with total registration 
exceeding 670 (completion rate at 73%). The Professional Honours is still seeing 
low enrolments. The growth in Prof Cert seems to be attracting those seeking 

formal qualifications but don’t have time for formal study. The development of a 
new Prof Cert based on AIFMM is also being investigated. Two new promotional 

videos have been developed for the Prof Cert and AM (by CNAMS - NAMS Canada) 
refer to the IPWEA website and are worth a look. 
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AM Congress 2018 – Canberra & NZ Study Tour 
A two day AM congress in Canberra is to be held in late August 2018 to coincide 

with parliament.  The congress is to promote IPWEA as the peak body in 
infrastructure AM.  Following the cancellation of the 2016 NZ Study Tour, a tour is 

now planned for 2018. 

Data Harmonisation  

Of special note at the May NAMS Council meeting, the new Austroads meta data 

harmonisation could become the default standard in Australia.  It has been noted 

that grant funding may be dependent on an organisations alignment to the meta 

data standard, & ability to report co 
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2017 / 2018 ACTION PLAN  
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IPWEA 2016/2017 Audit Report  
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PWEFT 2016/2017 Audit Report  

 

 

 

 

 

 


